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ABSTRACT
Ever since the first International Symposium on Music Information Retrieval in 2000, the proceedings have been made publicly
available to interested researchers. After 20 years of annual
conferences and workshops, this number has grown to an impressive amount of almost 2,000 papers. When restricted to
linear search and retrieval in a document collection of this size,
it becomes inherently hard to identify topics, related work and
trends in scientific research. Therefore, this paper presents and
evaluates a map-based user interface for exploring 20 years of
ISMIR publications. The interface visualizes k-nearest neighbor subsets of semantically similar papers. Users may jump
from one neighborhood to the next by selecting another paper
from the current subset. Through animated transitions between
local k-nn maps, the interface creates the impression of panning
a large global map. Evaluation results of a small user study
suggest that users are able to discover interesting links between
papers. Due to its generic approach, the interface is easily
applicable to other document collections as well. The search
interface and its source code are made publicly available. 1
1. INTRODUCTION

looking for. However, in other scenarios, this might not be the
ideal search approach and the amount and diversity of papers
and topics can be overwhelming. Exploratory information
retrieval systems support users with vague or evolving information needs by providing special user interfaces and interaction
models. The ISMIR Cloud Browser 3 [4], last updated in
2013, allows browsing through links of related terms. Our
new web-based search interface, the ISMIR Paper Explorer,
takes a different – more visual – approach to exploration using
similarity-based two-dimensional maps. It can be accessed
at https://ismir-explorer.ai.ovgu.de.
Section 2 covers related and prior research that led to or
inspired our approach. Details on the underlying dataset and
preprocessing are provided in Section 3. We then describe
the user interface in Section 4 and present the results from a
usability study of our first prototype in Section 5. Furthermore,
we also provide insights gained from analyzing the cumulative
ISMIR proceedings to detect trends like shifts in topics and
methods, and demonstrate whether and how these findings
show in the visual search interface (Section 6). Finally, Section
7 offers conclusions.
2. RELATED WORK

Music Information Retrieval (MIR) has been a steadily
growing field of research as documented by the official
statistics from the International Society of Music Information
Retrieval (ISMIR). 2 For the 20th anniversary of the annual
ISMIR conference, the number of published papers at this
event is expected to exceed 2,000. This work aims to make
this great resource more accessible for researchers who would
like to familiarize themselves with the field of MIR.
The classical search interface based on keyword search
and result lists is well suited for users who know what they are
1 https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.8342594
2 https://www.ismir.net/stats.html
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In contrast to keyword-based search or recommendation, the
goal of exploration is not only to present relevant or related
items, but to allow the user to learn about the information
space and its properties. This is often desirable when dealing
with large document collections and when an overview over
a collection is preferred over a pinpoint search.
A common problem when designing interfaces for
exploratory search is the typically very high-dimensional
feature space used to describe the contents of the respective
documents. Considering the task of exploring text documents
such as scientific papers, the document contents is commonly
expressed as a (weighted) vector of term frequencies (tf-idf).
Depending on the selected vocabulary, these often gather up to
thousands of dimensions, which are hard to be displayed on a
common computer display. Thus, map-based visualizations of
inter-document similarities requires projection of these features
into a two-dimensional display space. The neighborhood
relations in high-dimensional space, however, should be
3 http://dc.ofai.at/browser
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preserved throughout the projection so that similarity can be
easily perceived by the user.
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature spaces,
different dimension reduction techniques have been proposed
(a comprehensive survey is given in [2]). Popular approaches
for dimensionality reduction are Self-Organizing Maps
(SOMs) [6], Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [5] and
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) techniques [8].
Inevitably, any reduction of dimensionality will also reduce
the information conveyed. None of the aforementioned methods is capable of fully preserving the structure of the collection
(unless the collection already has a 2-D structure). A projection
will cause errors in a sense that documents, whose feature
vectors are very close in high-dimensional space might be projected at large distances from each other and documents that are
very dissimilar are placed next to each other respectively. Most
dimension reduction techniques try to minimize this error (e.g.
stress optimization in MDS), however, a complete resolution
is impossible due to the nature of the error. In [13] the authors
reviewed and compared different dimensionality reduction
algorithms for the visualization of music collections. Based on
a user study, MDS was favored as best layout algorithm when
the collection undergoes changes due to newly added items.
Although applied in the context of image retrieval, Rubner
et al. [11] were among the first to propose multidimensional
scaling for iterated search in large document collections. The
authors suggest to compute a local MDS on the top ten best
matching images for a given query. Follow-up queries are
emitted by using a representative image of a specific area in
the MDS as the next query. A global MDS is suggested by
the authors to provide a broad overview of the entire collection.
While this global approach gave good results for rather small
sets of images (the authors tested with a 2-D map of 500 images) it can be easily seen that very large collections (such as
the collection of all ISMIR papers) cannot be reasonably presented at a time. Moreover, the number of projection errors will
increase with increasing number of documents to be displayed.
A different approach to local MDS is given in [14]. The
authors discuss the problems of dimension reduction and
introduce the measures of trustworthiness (closest neighbors
of a document in display space are also neighbors in original
space) and continuity (all proximities in original space are
visualized in display space). The proposed method to local
multidimensional scaling is different from the one suggested
by [11] in that it allows to parameterize and adjust the
compromise between trustworthiness and continuity using
an adapted cost function. The MDS is computed on varying
neighborhood sizes and trustworthiness as well as continuity
are reported to decrease with increasing neighborhood size.
In a subsequent work the authors present an unsupervised and
a supervised approach to optimize both measures [15].
As discussed, naturally, none of these approaches is capable
of actually solving the problems of dimension reduction.
In this paper, we therefore follow the idea of reducing the
projection error itself rather than trying to attenuate the errors
that occur from dimension reduction. Similar to [11] we
compute a local MDS on a small subset of the entire collection.
Our approach followed in this paper takes these ideas one

step further by computing a significantly larger virtual map
using MDS of which only a small subset is actually displayed.
By selecting one of the displayed documents as follow-up
query document, the user can navigate through the collection.
Thus, we increase the overlap of any two consecutive maps
and thereby increase continuity throughout the navigation
process. Furthermore, as suggested in [13] we use Procrustes
analysis [3] to better align newly generated maps with their
respective predecessors, which leads to a reduced confusion
of users when navigating with aligned maps.
3. DATASET PREPARATION
We collected all accessible papers from the years 2000
to 2018 4 by scraping the respective conference websites,
the DBLP index 5 and the recently established Zenodo
repository. 6 From a total of 1822 URLs, 28 were broken. We
were able to retrieve 16 of these papers through a manual web
search. 12 papers are still missing. Meta-data such as paper
title and authors, publication year and abstract was retrieved
from DBLP. In order to obtain paper citation counts, Google
Scholar 7 was queried.
All papers were pre-processed in order to extract the plain
text from the originating PDFs (where possible). For several
older papers, we had to apply OCR techniques because they
only contained the text as image or used obscure font encodings
– possibly to hamper copying text from the paper. We experimented with several text extraction tools and eventually settled
for pdftotext as provided by the Xpdf PDF viewer and toolkit 8
which consistently provided good extraction results. 3 PDFs
turned out to be corrupted, leaving 1807 paper to be indexed.
As the meta-data is missing abstracts for most of the papers,
we automatically extracted abstracts from the texts using
simple heuristics. Furthermore, a preview image of the first
page of each paper was extracted using pdftopng provided
by Xpdf. For imports of future proceedings, scripts have been
created to automate the process.
4. PROPOSED
USER-INTERFACE FOR VISUAL BERRYPICKING
In classic information retrieval, berrypicking refers to the
process of finding relevant information through a series of
modified search queries [1]. With each query the user inspects
a new set of search results and gains a better understanding
of the underlying document space as well as his or her information need. Due to this incremental learning process the user
is able to formulate new search terms and continue searching.
The proposed user interface adapts this pattern from a listbased presentation of search results to a map-based visualization. Instead of sorting results by relevance with respect to
search terms, they are arranged in a similarity preserving twodimensional projection. Additionally, the burden of having to
formulate search terms is substituted by a query-by-example
4 We aim to update the explorer until the 2019’th ISMIR conference in
order to provide access to all 20 years of ISMIR publications.
5 https://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conf/ismir
6 https://zenodo.org/communities/ismir
7 https://scholar.google.com/
8 https://www.xpdfreader.com
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(cf. Section 4.3). They also allow to track individual sessions
for evaluation purposes.
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Figure 1. Similarity-based projection of nearest neighbors
(squares) using three seed items (colored squares 1,2,3). Common neighbors (black squares) overlap between consecutive
maps and are used for alignment when navigating from one
item to the next.
search strategy. Such a user interface is hypothesized to be
more in line with the goal of learning about the document space.
4.1 General Approach
Instead of trying to visualize the whole proceedings collection
in a single similarity-based two-dimensional map, we visualize
only the set of k-nearest neighbors for a given seed document in
a small map [9]. This circumvents the challenge of the degrading projection quality (c.f. Section 2) and the increasing computational costs for on-the-fly map generation. By selecting a new
seed document amongst the k-nearest neighbors, the user is able
to hop from one neighborhood map to another. Consecutive
maps are aligned as illustrated in Figure 1 to create a consistent
transition that is, ideally, perceived as panning a large (global)
map. Users are able to transfer knowledge about the content
and the relevance of documents accumulated during the exploration process from one visualization to the next. This allows
the user to navigate step-by-step through the whole collection.
4.2 Methods
We apply Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) [8] for dimensionality reduction. By limiting the number of documents used
to compute the projection, we reduce the impact of projection
errors and thus visualizations become more reasonable. Transitions between consecutive maps are animated. In order to make
these transitions as consistent as possible, we align consecutive
maps on their common neighbors. We use Procrustes
analysis [3] to reduce the sum of the squared distances between
the two sets of images that remain visible during the transition.
As preparation within the Python-based backend, all
extracted texts are indexed using the Whoosh library. 9 We
also pre-compute pairwise document similarities (stored in
a distance matrix) using the tf-idf vector space model [12]
considering the 1,000 most frequent terms after applying a
Porter Stemmer [10]. This pre-computation allows to quickly
retrieve k-nearest neighbors and the corresponding distance
matrix for the MDS projection.
The front-end is implemented in HTML5 based on the
jQuery 10 javascript library. Cookies are used to store pinned
and highlighted papers as well as the user interface settings
9 https://bitbucket.org/mchaput/whoosh/
10 https://jquery.com
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The user interface as shown in Figure 2 consists of three major
components: a search bar on top that provides a keyword
search interface and access to the settings for the visualization,
the map visualization on the left and a details pane that
displays the meta-data and the abstract or a preview image for
the paper that is currently in focus.
A search can be started by clicking on one of the initially
displayed papers or by typing query terms into the search bar.
This will generate a map of the k most relevant ISMIR papers
for the query. The matching query terms used to populate the
initial view are highlighted in the presented information on the
map as well as in the details pane. The parameter k is initially
set to 30 but can be altered by the user. By clicking on any
paper, it will gain focus (indicated by a blue border) and the
map will change to display the k most similar ISMIR papers
using this paper as new query. A paper can also gain temporary
focus (without map update) by hovering the mouse pointer over
it. As alternative to the default map visualization, the papers
can be arranged in a grid layout that preserves similarities and,
in addition, avoids overlaps, see Figure 6 (right).
On the map, each paper is visualized as a rectangle with
the title and the last names of the first and last author inside.
The fill color saturation visualizes the citation count whereas
the border color highlights the current paper in focus (in
strong blue) as well as the recent history of focused papers (in
light blue). On hovering over a paper, functions for pinning
and highlighting become available which are visualized by a
landmark pin and a star respectively as explained in Figure
3. Both become permanently displayed in yellow if selected.
Pinning keeps a paper on the map, even if it no longer belongs
to the k-nearest neighbors of the paper in focus. This can be
especially helpful when identifying related work and using the
map to visualize similarity relations between the found papers.
Highlighted papers are easy to spot because of the star and the
additional yellow border color. This function can, for instance,
be used to help orientation on the map. Furthermore, papers
can be bookmarked using the bookmarking function built into
the web browser. The browser’s back and forward buttons
allow to step through the search history.
The details pane on the right displays the meta-data of the
paper in focus comprising the title, the full list of authors, the
publication year, and the citation count at the top. Below are
two tabs containing the abstract and a preview of the first page
of the PDF respectively. Clicking on the title opens the PDF.
There is further a link to the DBLP BibTeX record. The content
of the details pane can be temporarily changed by hovering over
a paper on the map. This allows to inspect paper details without
having to focus the paper which would imply a map update.
A first user interface prototype with the functions described
above was evaluated in a usability study as described in Section
5. Afterwards, several additional functions were introduced
to support a historical analysis of the cumulative ISMIR
proceedings for the 20th anniversary. To visualize the year of
publication for papers displayed on the map, the fill color hue
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Figure 2. User interface schematic.

Figure 3. Explanation of the visual elements used in the map
(accessible through a help button in the search bar at the top
of the user interface).
was adapted. To this end, a continuous color map was divided
into 20 steps representing the years. This is compatible with
the original coloring to indicate the citation count as this only
relies on the color saturation. Furthermore, instead of starting
with a random paper in focus and its k-nearest neighbors, we
now start with the k most cited papers which naturally cover
a wide range of topics addressed in MIR. This makes for a
nice starting point to explore the different sub-fields of MIR.
5. EVALUATION
Based on the prototypical implementation of the exploration interface described above, we conducted a small anonymous user
study with the aim to evaluate user satisfaction with the presented design. Study participants were asked to compare the explorer interface with available traditional linear paper browsing
interfaces for the ISMIR proceedings. Specifically, we asked
about experiences using DBLP 5 , the Cumulative ISMIR Proceedings browser 11 as well as the ISMIR Cloud Browser 3 [4].
Furthermore, participants were also free to mention tools apart
from these. We were interested to see whether the prototype
helped to identify related literature and discover additional related topics, which were the fundamental goals when designing
the interface. We also wanted to know whether the prototype
helped to efficiently find what the user was looking for.
Furthermore, we asked the participants about their overall
satisfaction with regard to the proposed interface. Here, we
11 http://www.ismir.net/proceedings/index.php

were mainly interested to see whether a fundamentally different
approach to paper exploration is still considered as easy to use.
A key aspect of the interface is the exploitation of the 2-D map
to spatially arrange similar papers. We therefore wanted to
know whether the spatial grouping helped to infer relevance for
unknown papers and whether the user were able to effectively
refine the topic focus during navigation. Finally, as mentioned
above, applying the MDS to a restricted neighborhood may
result in some confusion when changing the views. We were
interested to understand whether the arrangement of papers
during navigation was still perceived as plausible.
Finally, the users were able to enter additional comments
and proposals for improvements in free text.
5.1 Evaluation Results
We received a total of 20 valid responses. Figure 4 presents the
aggregated results of all responses. Out of the 20 participants,
13 users were experienced with some of the alternative
search tools for finding relevant ISMIR papers. 2 participants
mentioned Google or Google Scholar as alternative tools for
browsing, which are both linear search and retrieval tools.
For users, who were not experienced in any other alternative
method for ISMIR paper exploration, we rated their answers regarding the comparison with the proposed protoype as neutral.
In general, the prototype was rated very positively by the
study participants. We were pleased to see that a majority
of the participants (65%) agreed that the proposed approach
helped them to identify literature related to their topic of
interest. An overwhelming majority of 90% of the participants
furthermore agreed or strongly agreed to the claim that the
interface was easy to use, which surprised us due to the
fundamentally different browsing experience. Furthermore,
according to the results of the study, the suggested spatial
alignment helped 70% of the participants to infer the relevance
of unknown papers based on the grouping of the neighborhood.
As could have been expected, a small number of participants
(20%) were not satisfied with the arrangement of the papers
757
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To identify interesting trends in the dataset, we first followed a
conventional approach. We binned the publications into 5-year
spans and performed a basic bi-gram analysis on the paper
abstracts. Table 1 shows the most frequent bi-grams for each
bin. Next, we applied a simple heuristic proposed in [7] to
detect the most popular methods by assuming that the name
of the method appears after phrases like “based on” or “using.”
Having identified the most prominent methods, we counted
all papers per year mentioning them. For this, we also considered variations like acronyms or slightly different ways of
spelling. A plot for the most popular methods is shown in
Figure 5 (top). The rise of deep learning since about 2012
cannot be overlooked here. The middle plot in Figure 5 shows
the development for select MIR topics like query-by-humming
(QBH) which was particularly popular in the early 2000s, optical music recognition (OMR) which has been of constant interest, the development of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) which
peaked in 2004 and 2008 mainly driven by approaches based
on self-organizing maps (SOMs), and music recommendation
which gained massive popularity around the turn of the decade
and has leveled off slightly since then. Finally, Figure 5 (bottom) shows the popularity of selected music features over time.
Here, the increasing use of chroma features and the slow development of MIR research addressing emotions stand out. At the
same time, melody had a very high initial popularity (likely due
to a focus on symbolic music representations and QBH in early
years) that it lost to some extend over time but may gain back
thanks to recently sparked interest in generative models for music. This trend could also explain the emergence of “symbolic
music” as a top-5 bi-gram in most recent paper abstracts.
Next, we wanted to see, whether we can make similar
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during navigation as it was not considered comprehensible.
A number of participants asked us to publicly release the
source code for future development. A few other comments
were made with suggestions to further improvements of the
usability. One participant mentioned that it is currently not possible to retrieve a list of bookmarked papers, which is a valuable
feature for a future release. A few users mentioned that a persistently visible tutorial or legend would help a novice to better
use the interface. Finally, an issue was raised about the overlapping surrogates in the non-grid view, which make it sometimes
hard to reach them with the mouse. While we encourage the
use of the grid view in these cases, we are aware that the grid
layout also breaks the spatial alignment of the papers.
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Figure 4. Evaluation results presented in diverging stacked bar charts showing the percentage of participants rating the proposed
interface according to the respective statements.
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Figure 5. Examples for development over time. Top: popular
machine learning techniques. Middle: selected MIR topics.
Bottom: selected aspects/features of music.
observations with our exploratory search interface. Here, the
same data is used in the back but only a small part of it is
shown at a time to not overwhelm the user. Figure 6 (left)
visualizes the top-30 papers for the query “query by humming.”
Based on the dominating orange and green hues, most of
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Table 1. Top-5 bi-grams for each 5-year bin. Numbers correspond to the frequency of each bi-gram within paper abstracts.
2000–2004

2005–2009

2010–2014

2015–2018

content based 30
polyphonic music 26
similarity measures 13
pattern matching 10
acoustic features 6

polyphonic music 30
Gaussian mixture 15
music recommendation 10
collaborative filtering 9
rhythmic information 7

matrix factorization 27
music structure 18
interactively browse 15
emotion recognition 15
automatic transcription 11

neural network 52
recurrent neural 33
convolutional neural 32
time frequency 22
symbolic music 16

Figure 6. Map visualizations for selected initial search queries – from left to right: “query by humming”, “OMR”, “million song
dataset”, “SOM”. All except the rightmost sub-figure show the top-30 results. The rightmost sub-figure shows the top-50 results
for “SOM” in grid mode. The color saturation is proportional to the citation counts and the hue corresponds to the year starting
with red in 2000 and continuing in equal steps through the spectrum.
the papers come from the early-to-mid 2000s with the by far
most-cited paper being a survey of MIR systems from 2005.
This matches the respective plot in Figure 5 (middle). The
advantage in the view is that clusters can be identified like the
aspects of singing in the top left, alignment in the lower left
or system performance at the bottom.
For the topic OMR (second map from the left in Figure
6), there are some highly-cited papers around 2010 but there
is also plenty of coverage in recent years which is in line
with Figure 5 (middle). Recognizable clusters comprise, for
instance, alignment (top right), applications in libraries (middle
right) and old data (bottom).
The third map from the left in Figure 6 shows papers mentioning the Million Song Dataset. As can be seen easily, these
are all fairly recent papers with the original publication standing out clearly due to its high citation count. This visualization
nicely illustrates the different ways this dataset has been used in
research since its publication. There are, for instance, clusters
on cover songs (lower left), training deep neural networks
(lower right), and on playlists and recommendation (top).
Finally, the rightmost map in Figure 6 shows the top-50
papers for the query “SOM.” They are displayed in grid
mode to avoid clutter which starts to become an issue at this
setting of k for typical screen resolutions. Nevertheless, the 50
papers can still be displayed comfortably in grid mode. This
visualization covers almost all relevant papers for this topic.
Here, the most-cited papers can be attributed to the period
between 2005 and 2010 which was a time of high popularity
for this technique being used in a large variety of graphical
user interfaces. This also correlates with the two peaks around
this time for GUI in Figure 5 (middle).
These are just a few examples about what can be discovered

by exploring the cumulative ISMIR proceedings using our
proposed user interface.
7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we presented and evaluated a novel map-based
user interface to explore the past 20 years of ISMIR publications. The proposed approach uses an MDS dimensionality
reduction on a locally-restricted neighborhood of a query
paper in order to project a high-dimensional feature space into
2-D while at the same time keeping projection distortions at
a minimum. Consecutive maps are aligned in order to create
a consistent impression of panning a global map.
Based on the interface, the user is able to find out a number
of interesting topics in the ISMIR collection that would be
hard to identify using a linear search interface. As an example,
the topic “query by humming” almost disappeared in the early
2010’s after having peaked in the early 2000’s. While this fact
would be hard to extract manually from a linear search interface,
it is revealed at a single glance using the proposed prototype.
Besides updating the data to include recent ISMIR publication, one possibility for extension is to consider MIR-related
papers not published at ISMIR. Respective candidates could
be discovered by analyzing the reference sections. This would
also allow an additional co-reference analysis which could
enrich the interface further. We will also provide support to
integrate the ISMIR Explorer into the official ISMIR website.
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